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1: BBC - Culture - Film review: The House That Jack Built
The House That Jack Built is a dark and sinister story, yet presented through a philosophical and occasional humorous
tale. Written by Zentropa Entertainments.

His metaphors are incredibly on the nose; this is a man who made a film about depression by having a literal
planet loom overhead, ready to crush all in its way. Though his ideas are almost always interesting, his
execution varies between rapturously artful and thuddingly obvious. Matt Dillon delivers a unique and
committed performance as Jack, an engineer with OCD who is also a brutal and cruel serial killer. Jack is
relentless in depicting the psychopathic mind and actions of its protagonist. Jack is psychologically cruel, too,
playing sadistic games with many of his victims â€” including one that involves a long-con seduction of a
mother and her two kids. What starts out as narration turns into a conversation with a therapist, then something
else entirely, and all through it, Jack returns to his reverence of himself as an artist. His murder projects are no
more terrible and far less elaborate than other cinematic serial killers like Jigsaw or John Doe, but as his
collection of corpses grows, forming a gruesome art gallery of sorts, you really get a sense of his obsession.
And that obsession reflects back on himself. His repeatedly drawn distinction between architects and engineers
suggests he considers himself on a higher plane than others do. The central question here revolves around
whether or not great art is worth the destruction wrought to create it â€” and whether destruction in and of
itself is an art. For a fairly small-town engineer, Jack is incredibly well-read on art history â€” suspiciously so,
even. Von Trier tries so hard to shock, pummelling the audience with not only his own serial killer narrative
but also footage of historical atrocities, that the shocking imagery becomes banal white noise. The House That
Jack Built is so very nearly a terrific, smart black comedy about death, art, and morality. But it descends so
completely into self-centered masturbation or more of a cry-wank that the ultimate takeaway is what a dick the
director is. Therapy is a difficult and important thing to do. But therapy tends to happen privately, not on
cinema screens for paying audiences, and it absolutely has to be approached with genuine self-reflection. Von
Trier could have told the same story, and even made the same observations, without proudly dumping his
specific baggage onto the screen. Lars von Trier is a man with a megaphone standing on a mountaintop,
screaming for onlookers to pity how narcissistic and flawed he is. And this is the house that he built. Cool
Posts From Around the Web: About the Author Andrew is a creative professional from New Zealand, living in
Montreal, with an American accent, which always confuses people.
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2: The House That Jack Built: An English Nursery Rhyme
"This Is the House That Jack Built" is a popular British nursery rhyme and cumulative tale. It has a Roud Folk Song
Index number of It is Aarne-Thompson type

The second murder is a shot to the head that, in its suck-in-your-breath way, evokes the JFK assassination. But
the truly creepy moment arrives after that. Jack takes the corpses to the walk-in freezer where he stores the
bodies of all his victims. We get a glimpse of it: The face is now fixed with a hideous bloody grin, so that the
boy resembles a dead tween version of the Joker. More Reviews TV Review: His Jack puts on an imitation of
emotions and then wears them like a badly fitting set of clothes. He also strangles, stabs, mutilates, and fires
bullets in full-metal-jacket casings. Jack is by turns cunning and sloppy, arrogant and opaque. He also likes to
tempt fate, taking chances that are completelyâ€¦well, insane. Almost every scene in it has been overly
designed to grab your attention. Von Trier, for a while now, has winked at the way that he himself projects the
spirit of a killer. That moment was the culmination of his transition from artist to punk provocateur who wore
the snarky perversity of his aggression like an armband. The warm welcome seemed to be a way of saying:
We still love you. And now more than ever, we need an auteur like you. When a hundred people walked out of
the screening midway through, to von Trier that must have been the equivalent of cheers and applause. The
opening episode sets the tone: Jack is driving along in his hand-painted, windowless cherry-red van, and he
picks up a woman whose car has broken down, played by Uma Thurman with a flirtatious hostility that seems
almost designed to goad someone into becoming a serial killer. Jack has never murdered anyone before has he
thought about it? How is he going to get away with this? Then again, the question has to be asked: Is von Trier
reveling in the misogynistic bad vibes? Is he getting off on it? That said, the fourth incident, which features
Riley Keough, will leave you squirming with a discomfort that veers distressingly close to a torture-porn
hangover. There have been a handful of films over the decades that have lured us inside the lives of serial
killers. The film keeps pausing for lectures: Jack, in each case, is justifying his actions, treating murder as an
art form. Whereas Verge keeps telling him that true art requires love. He has become an artist of anger, of
addiction, of the kinkiest extremes. And so now, he allies his view with that of a killer. Von Trier keeps trying
to figure out how to deliver Jack into hell. Piv Bernth, Peter Aalbaek Jensen.
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3: The House That Jack Built () - Rotten Tomatoes
The House That Jack Built is a psychological horror film written and directed by Lars von Trier, starring Matt Dillon in the
title role of Jack.

This is perhaps the most common set of modern lyrics: This is the house that Jack built. This is the malt that
lay in the house that Jack built. This is the rat that ate the malt That lay in the house that Jack built. This is the
cat that killed the rat That ate the malt that lay in the house that Jack built. This is the dog that worried the cat
That killed the rat that ate the malt That lay in the house that Jack built. This is the cow with the crumpled
horn That tossed the dog that worried the cat That killed the rat that ate the malt That lay in the house that Jack
built. This is the maiden all forlorn That milked the cow with the crumpled horn That tossed the dog that
worried the cat That killed the rat that ate the malt That lay in the house that Jack built. This is the man all
tattered and torn That kissed the maiden all forlorn That milked the cow with the crumpled horn That tossed
the dog that worried the cat That killed the rat that ate the malt That lay in the house that Jack built. This is the
judge all shaven and shorn That married the man all tattered and torn That kissed the maiden all forlorn That
milked the cow with the crumpled horn That tossed the dog that worried the cat That killed the rat that ate the
malt That lay in the house that Jack built. This is the rooster that crowed in the morn That woke the judge all
shaven and shorn That married the man all tattered and torn That kissed the maiden all forlorn That milked the
cow with the crumpled horn That tossed the dog that worried the cat That killed the rat that ate the malt That
lay in the house that Jack built. This is the farmer sowing his corn That kept the rooster that crowed in the
morn That woke the judge all shaven and shorn That married the man all tattered and torn That kissed the
maiden all forlorn That milked the cow with the crumpled horn That tossed the dog that worried the cat That
killed the rat that ate the malt That lay in the house that Jack built. This is the horse and the hound and the
horn That belonged to the farmer sowing his corn That kept the rooster that crowed in the morn That woke the
judge all shaven and shorn That married the man all tattered and torn That kissed the maiden all forlorn That
milked the cow with the crumpled horn That tossed the dog that worried the cat That killed the rat that ate the
malt That lay in the house that Jack built. Some versions use "cheese" instead of "malt", "priest" instead of
"judge", "cock" instead of "rooster", the older past tense form "crew" instead of "crowed", or "chased" in place
of "killed". Also in some versions the horse, the hound, and the horn are left out and the rhyme ends with the
farmer. Origins[ edit ] It has been argued that the rhyme is derived from an Aramaic Jewish hymn Chad Gadya
lit. Cherrington Manor , a handsome timber-framed house in North East Shropshire , England , is reputed to be
the actual house that Jack built. There is a former malt house in the grounds. The last version, "This is the
horse See the Noun Phrase for more details about postmodification of the noun phrase in this manner.
References in popular culture[ edit ] This section indiscriminately collects miscellaneous information. Please
compress this material to remove any irrelevant or unimportant information. The popularity of the rhyme can
be seen in its use in a variety of other cultural contexts, including: In literature and journalism[ edit ] Samuel
Taylor Coleridge used it as the basis of a self-parody published in under the name Nehemiah Higginbotham.
This was one of three sonnets, the other two parodying Charles Lamb and Charles Lloyd. It starts with "Where
is the Jack that built the house". The news stories in about the shady dealings of lobbyist Jack Abramoff led to
editorials about "the house that Jack built". Practically every character had a corresponding counterpart to one
in the original poem â€” an unpleasant heavyset older woman with a faulty hearing aid represented "the cow
with the crumpled horn," for example. The parody is attributed to Joseph Richardson. Constitution with
respect to a bill to grant a federal charter to a mining company. The term was used to suggest that the
expansion of federal powers under these arguments would give the federal government infinite powers. Under
such a process of filiation of necessities the sweeping clause makes clean work. This is the bomb that fell on
the house that Jack built. This is the Hun who dropped the bomb that fell on the house that Jack built. This is
the gun that killed the Hun who dropped the bomb that fell on the house that Jack built. Both are being kept in
a cage at Frau Gerdas Whorehouse in Halbestadt. In The Avengers , the title of an episode series 4 - episode
Peel inherited an old house from an uncle Jack, who did not exist. The house is a former asylum and a ruse by
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a ex-employee to submit her to mind games which will drive her insane. The rhyme was referenced in the
classic Doctor Who serial The Seeds of Doom by the Fourth Doctor and companion Sarah Jane Smith to mock
the villains who were trying to force information out of them.
4: The House That Jack Built () - IMDb
The House That Jack Built review - Lars von Trier serves up a smirking ordeal of gruesomeness 2 / 5 stars 2 out of 5
stars. The Danish provocateur, back at Cannes after a seven-year ban, is on.

5: The House that Jack Built
Dozens of people walked out in disgust when The House That Jack Built premiered at Cannes, and while I can certainly
understand their reasons, I was happy to stay all the way until the jaw.

6: The House That Jack Built Review: Lars Von Trier is Back â€“ /Film
The House That Jack Built is not just a deliciously gory film, it may also be Lars von Trier's funniest film to date. Oct 19,

7: Watch The House That Jack Built () Movie Online Free - Putlocker
The House That Jack Built is a film that Cannes has been collectively bracing itself for since the news that the festival's
ban on the filmmaker, put in place after he "joked" about.

8: This Is the House That Jack Built - Wikipedia
THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT Official Trailer () Uma Thurman, Matt Dillon, Lars von Trier, Riley Keough Movie HD
Â© - Zentropa Comedy, Kids, Family and Animated.

9: The House that Jack Built Review: Lars Von Trier Leaves the Best for Last | Collider
Check out my profile for the other Metallica's songs. Presenter: Metallica Album: Load Lyrics: Open doors so I walk
inside Close my eyes find my place to hide And I shake as I take it in Let the.
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